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Abstract. When combining forecasts, a simple average of the forecasts performs well,

often better than more sophisticated methods. In a prescriptive spirit, we consider some
other parsimonious, easy-to-use heuristics for combining interval forecasts and compare
their performance with the benchmark provided by the simple average, using simulations
from a model we develop and data sets with forecasts made by professionals in their
domain of expertise. We find that the empirical results closely match the results from
our model, thus providing some validation for the theoretical model. The relative performance of the heuristics is influenced by the degree of overconfidence in and dependence
among the individual forecasts, and different heuristics come out on top under different
circumstances. The results provide some good, easy-to-use alternatives to the simple average with an indication of the conditions under which each might be preferable, enabling
us to conclude with some prescriptive advice.

Keywords: interval forecasts • combining forecasts • heuristics • overconfidence • dependent forecasts

1. Introduction

but with evaluating and combining them once we have
the forecasts.
There is an extensive literature on combining probability distributions; for reviews, see Genest and Zidek
(1986), Cooke (1991), Clemen and Winkler (2007),
and Ranjan and Gneiting (2010). Clemen (1989) and
Armstrong (2001) review the broader area of combining forecasts later popularized by Surowiecki (2004),
who coined the phrase “the wisdom of crowds.” A key
message from the extensive past work is that simple averaging is an easy and robust way to combine
forecasts and accrue significant benefits in terms of
accuracy. With simple averaging of the endpoints as
a benchmark, we identify some other parsimonious,
easy-to-use heuristics that perform well when combining interval forecasts.
One issue we consider is overconfidence, the tendency of distributions to be too tight and interval forecasts to be miscalibrated because they are too narrow.
For example, 90% forecast intervals tend to capture
fewer than the expected 90% of the realizations, often
only 40%–70%. Since early papers by Alpert and Raiffa
(1969) and Lichtenstein et al. (1982), overconfidence in
subjective forecasts has been studied extensively. Moreover, Grushka-Cockayne et al. (2016, p. 2) state, “Overfitting and overconfidence are present even when we

Decisions are usually made in the face of uncertainty,
and decision makers need some assessment of that
uncertainty. Ideally, the assessments would involve a
well-structured, facilitated elicitation process yielding
full probability distributions of uncertain quantities,
but in practice they are often given quickly without
assistance and expressed as interval forecasts, which
are less complicated than full distributions and are easily understood by both forecasters and decision makers. “Intervals are often communicated in the course
of real life forecasting and decision making situations”
(Yaniv 1997, p. 238): “For instance, project managers
are encouraged to predict both the most likely effort
of a new project (in work hours) and the 90% prediction interval” (Teigen and Jørgensen 2005, pp. 455–456;
crediting Moder et al. 1995).
The forecast reported by the analyst could simply be
subjective. Alternatively, the analyst might generate a
model-based forecast, or obtain a forecast from a website. Moreover, the decision maker might obtain interval forecasts for an uncertain quantity from more than
one analyst to obtain more information. How should
such forecasts be evaluated and aggregated? Our concern is not with how the forecasts are obtained (e.g.,
how they are elicited in the case of subjective forecasts),
1
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consider models instead of human experts.” Overfitting can happen with models ranging from linear
regression to data mining and machine-learning algorithms.
A second issue is dependence among the forecast
errors, which greatly reduces gains in performance
from increasing the number of forecasts being combined (Clemen and Winkler 1985). This dependence is
often high, with pairwise correlations of forecast errors
creating redundancy. Experts have similar training and
read the same journals; analysts use common data and
similar models.
We consider the simple average and five other parsimonious, easy-to-use heuristics for combining interval
forecasts. Key aspects and contributions of our work
include:
• One of our heuristics (PM, defined in Section 2)
is new and others have not been studied or used in
practice extensively.
• Multiple evaluation measures are used, with a
proper scoring rule as the primary measure, unlike
many studies that have focused exclusively or primarily on calibration.
• We develop a new theoretical model of the forecast aggregation process that takes into account overconfidence and correlation.
• Simulations from the model enable us to predict
which heuristics might perform better under different
conditions in practice.
• The performance of the heuristics on two recent
data sets, both involving real-time forecasts from
experts, is compared with results from the simulations.
• The simulations and the analysis of the data sets
enable us to offer some prescriptive advice.
The heuristics and evaluation measures are defined
in Section 2. In Section 3 the theoretical model is
described and simulation results are discussed. In Section 4 the relative performance of the heuristics on the
data sets is explored and found to closely match the
results from the model-based simulations, providing
some validation for the model. The paper is summarized and prescriptive advice is discussed in Section 5.

2. Heuristics and Evaluation Measures
There are many ways that interval forecasts can be
combined. We consider some heuristics that are very
easy to apply and seem reasonable based on the past
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research on combining of probability distributions.
Those heuristics are presented in Section 2.1, followed
in Section 2.2 by measures that we use to summarize and evaluate the individual and combined interval
forecasts.
2.1. Heuristics for Combining Interval Forecasts
Suppose we have 100(1 − α)% forecast intervals
[L i , Ui ], i  1, . . . , k, provided by k forecasters for a random variable x̃. Let [L H , UH ] denote the 100(1 − α)%
combined forecast interval for x̃ obtained from the k
individual intervals with heuristic H.
Average (Av). L Av  (1/k)

UAv  (1/k) ki1 Ui .
This heuristic takes a simple average of the endpoints
of the intervals. In combining point forecasts or probability forecasts, as in summarizing data, simple averages are often used because of their simplicity, good
performance, and robustness. If we assume that the
intervals are symmetric in probability (Fi (L i )  1 −
Fi (Ui )  α/2, where Fi is forecaster i’s cumulative distribution function (cdf) for x̃), then Av corresponds to
averaging quantiles, which has been shown to perform
well (Lichtendahl et al. 2013). With the scoring rule
S(L, U, x) defined in Section 2.2, Av will always score at
least as well as the average of scores for the individual
intervals being combined, because S(L, U, x) is concave
in L and U.

Pk

i1 L i ,

P

(Md). L Md  Median{L 1 , . . . , L k }, UMd 
Median{U1 , . . . , Uk }. The median is another measure
commonly used in summarizing data, and it is less
sensitive to extreme values than the mean. Hora
et al. (2013) study the combination of probability
distributions via the median cdf and show that it has
many desirable properties.

Median

Envelop (En). L En  min{L 1 , . . . , L k }, UEn  max{U1 ,

. . . , Uk }. This heuristic is consistent with the idea that
each interval represents a window on the world that is
only a partial view and that the aggregate view should
envelop all of these views so that no forecasts, however extreme, are discarded or discounted. Unless the k
individual intervals are identical, enveloping will yield
a wider interval than the other heuristics. Thus, it can
overcome overconfidence that might be exhibited by
the individual forecasts.
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Probability averaging of endpoints and simple averaging of midpoints (PM). PM combines aspects of proba-

bility averaging (PA) and Av. First, LPA and UPA satisfy
P
P
(1/k) ki1 Fi (LPA )  1 − (1/k) ki1 Fi (UPA )  α/2, where
we assume the individual interval forecasts are based
on normal cdfs. Thus, LPA and UPA are the values
at which the averages of the cumulative probabilities
F1 , . . . , Fk are α/2 and 1 − α/2. Then we shift the PA
interval so it is centered at the midpoint of the Av interval. The width and midpoint of the PM interval are
WPM  UPA − LPA and MPM  (LAv + UAv )/2. PA gives PM
a wider interval in a more tempered manner than En,
and the shifting gives PM the good location of the Av
interval.
Exterior trimming (TE). L TE is the simple average of
the lower endpoints after the lowest d are deleted, or
trimmed. Similarly, UTE is the simple average of the
upper endpoints after the highest d have been deleted.
In our analyses, which are for k  1, . . . , 20, we use d  0
for k ≤ 3, d  1 for 4 ≤ k ≤ 7, d  2 for 8 ≤ k ≤ 11, d  3
for 12 ≤ k ≤ 15, and d  4 for k ≥ 16. Exterior trimming
yields intervals that are narrower and less sensitive
to extreme endpoints than those from Av, with LTE ≥
LAv and UTE ≤ UAv . Except for the smaller values of k,
roughly 18%–25% of the values are trimmed on each
side. We tried different levels of trimming before settling on these choices, but potential levels of trimming
are limited given the values of k.
Interior trimming (TI). TI is like TE but the highest d
lower endpoints and the lowest d upper endpoints are
trimmed. Thus, L TI ≤ LAv and UTi ≥ UAv . Like PM but
contrasting with TE, TI increases the width of the combined intervals, which can be helpful with overconfident forecasts. Exterior and interior trimming have
received some attention in combining forecasts (Yaniv
1997, Jose et al. 2014). Note that in our analyses, the
kinks for TE and TI in the figures presented later to
show evaluation measures as a function of k are due to
the discontinuous nature of d, which increases with k
as a step function.
We have tried to use simple heuristics involving few
or no assumptions. In this sense, Av, Md, and En are
best, requiring absolutely no assumptions. Heuristic
PM uses a normal distribution assumption when considering the tail probabilities, but other distributions
could easily be used (e.g., gamma or lognormal distributions to reflect skewness); and TE and TI necessitate

3

the choice of how many forecasts to trim. None of our
heuristics require knowledge of any past performance
data from the forecasters.
What about weighted averages, which are used quite
often? The idea of giving “better forecasters” higher
weight is intuitively appealing, but it is not as simple as
the heuristics considered here because it requires estimation of weights, whether subjectively, via models, or
via data on past performance. Rowe (1992, p. 161) notes
that “A considerable number of studies have examined
the relative worth of various weighting schemes, and
have generally found there to be little advantage (if
any) in using differential over equal weighting.”
An approach involving performance-weighted averages, Cooke’s (1991, pp. 187–198) classical model, has
many adherents. Cooke and Goossens (2008) compare
it favorably with Av, although it is hard to evaluate the
comparison because Cooke’s measure of performance
is very different from ours, involving hypothesis testing and giving more emphasis to calibration. In any
event, it involves a detailed process using performance
on seed variables, so it doesn’t fit the goals of our study.
Our analyses involve randomly selected groups
of forecasters. Recent studies (Mannes et al. 2014,
Budescu and Chen 2015) found that groups chosen
from larger sets of forecasters based on past performance outperformed randomly selected groups, with
equal weighting as well as with performance-based
weighting. This approach is promising and deserves
further study. It requires data on past forecasts, ideally
from a larger set of forecasters than the “sweet spot” of
5 to 10, so like Cooke’s model, it goes beyond the scope
of our study.
2.2. Measures for Summarizing and Evaluating
Interval Forecasts
Before the value of x̃ is known, an interval forecast for
x̃ can be summarized by statistics such as its midpoint
and width. Summary measures of combined interval
forecasts from the heuristics can be compared and
related to the set of interval forecasts being combined.
Of course, the key question of interest for a forecast is how well it performs in view of the realized
value x of x̃. For measuring this kind of performance, a
value for just one or a few forecasts is not very helpful.
Instead, we compute average values of the measures
over a series of forecasts.
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Average S-score (S̄). An interval forecast can be eval-

uated by the S-score, a strictly proper quantile scoring
rule (Jose and Winkler 2009), which is our primary
measure of overall performance:
S(L, U, x)  −(α/2)(U − L) − (L − x)+ − (x − U)+ ,
where t +  max{t, 0} and a higher (less negative) score
is better. In our simulations and empirical studies, we
work with 90% interval forecasts, which correspond to
α  0.10.
The −(α/2)(U − L) term represents a penalty associated with the width of the interval, and the last two
terms represent penalties imposed if x falls below or
above the interval. The tradeoff is that a wider interval is given a higher penalty for width but avoids or
reduces the penalty for not “capturing” the realized
value in the interval. For a series of interval forecasts
for different quantities, forecasters, or heuristics, S̄ is a
good measure of the accuracy of the interval forecasts,
taking into account both sharpness and calibration.
Good interval forecasts are sharp in the sense of having narrow intervals and well-calibrated in the sense of
having a “capture rate” close to the 100(1 − α)% indicated by the forecast.
Relative frequency (RF ). Over a series of interval fore-

casts, RF is the relative frequency of times the interval captures the realized value. It measures how well
calibrated the forecasts are. With 90% interval forecasts, the forecasts are perfectly calibrated if RF 
0.90, or 90%. We operationalize overconfidence in
terms of intervals that are too narrow to capture the
expected percentage of realized values; thus, RF <
0.90 indicates overconfidence, and RF > 0.90 indicates
underconfidence.
Average interval width (W̄). The average interval width
W̄over a series of interval forecasts indicates the degree
of uncertainty about a variable that is implied by the
intervals and can help explain any overconfidence or
underconfidence revealed by RF.
Mean absolute error (MAE). The absolute error of the

midpoint of an interval is AE  |M − x|. The mean absolute error (MAE), a common measure of accuracy for
point forecasts, is the average AE over a series of forecasts. It indicates how “well-located” the intervals are.
In addition to these primary summary measures,
we consider some other measures as needed. For

example, the average pairwise correlations of forecast errors among the forecasts being combined can
impact RF, W̄, MAE, and S̄. Higher correlations are
detrimental to the performance of the combined forecasts (Clemen and Winkler 1985) because of redundancy of information.

3. Relative Performance of the Heuristics
Under a Multinormal Model
We develop a new multivariate normal model of the
forecasting process, considering the possibility of overconfident and correlated intervals. A symmetric model
that treats the forecasters as exchangeable is presented
in this section, and we use simulation to explore the
relative performance of our heuristics under different
conditions. To investigate the robustness of the performance of the heuristics, a more general model with
heterogeneous forecasters is presented in Appendix A,
and a lognormal model with skewed distributions in
Appendix B.
Let the random variable of interest to a decision
maker be x̃, e.g., a future observation of the price of
oil, gross domestic product (GDP) growth, or inflation. The decision maker consults k forecasters, each
of whom provides a 100(1 − α)% interval for x̃. We
model the data-generating process for the k intervals
as follows. Suppose that forecaster i, i  1, . . . , k, has a
uniform diffuse uniform prior distribution for x̃ and
observes a signal yi with mean x and variance σi2 from
a normal process. The signal could be, for instance, a
summary statistic such as a sample mean from a random sample. After seeing the signal, forecaster i’s distribution for x̃ should be normal with mean yi and
standard deviation σi given the uniform prior.
Our model assumes that after seeing yi , forecaster i
reports a 100(1 − α)% interval for x̃ that is of the form
yi ± z α/2 (1 − γi )σi , γi < 1, where γi is an overconfidence
parameter and z α/2 is the (1 − α/2) quantile of the standard normal distribution. If γi > 0, forecaster i’s interval is overconfident, and a higher γi corresponds to
more overconfidence. Overconfidence implies that a
forecaster’s distribution for x̃ is tighter than it should
be given the signal.
To investigate the aggregation of the intervals from
the k forecasters, we assume that the decision maker’s
prior distribution for x̃ is diffuse, which implies that
any information the decision maker has regarding x̃ is
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overwhelmed by the information from the forecasters.
(If it is not, that can be accounted for by treating the
decision maker as a (k + 1)st forecaster.) We assume
a normal model for the distribution of (y1 , . . . , yk )
given x with mean vector xe, where e  (1, . . . , 1), and
positive-definite covariance matrix Σ with variances σi2
and correlations ρ i j , i, j  1, . . . , k, i , j. Because the distribution is conditional on x, the correlations are pairwise correlations of forecast errors, not of the forecasts
themselves.
Our symmetric normal model has common parameters σi  σ, γi  γ, and ρ i j ≥ 0 for i, j  1, . . . , k,
i , j, implying that the forecasters can be viewed as
exchangeable. With a diffuse prior on x̃ and known σ
and ρ, the posterior distribution for x̃ given the midpoints y1 , . . . , yk of the k intervals is normal with mean
ȳ  (y1 + · · · + yk )/k and variance σ2 (ρ + (1 − ρ)/k) > 0.
With this simple model, we can derive some analytical results for Av, but it is more complicated to do so for
the other heuristics. Hence, we explore comparisons of
the heuristics with simulation. We let σ  1 and x  0
without loss of generality and simulate observations
from the model for k  1, . . . , 20; γ  0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75;
and ρ  0, 0.25, 0.75. In each instance, we simulate
10,000 groups of size k, generate individual 90% intervals (α  0.10) according to the model, and combine the
intervals using our heuristics. Statistical significance is
not our main concern, but with 10,000 simulations, all
standard errors in this paper are small enough so that
visible differences between curves are significant.
We characterize the overall performance of a heuristic by its average score S̄, which is influenced by
the interplay of different characteristics of an interval.
Before looking at S̄, we build some intuition regarding the combined intervals by exploring W̄, MAE,
and RF.
The width of an interval is related to S through the
term −(α/2)(U − L)  −(α/2)W. Also relevant are the
penalties (L − x)+ and (x − U)+ incurred when x is not
captured by the interval. The wider the interval, the
farther x has to be from the midpoint before one of
these penalties is activated, and the smaller the penalty
is for a given x when it is activated. Thus, W affects
both the penalty for width and the penalty for x being
outside the interval, with the former penalty increasing and the latter penalty potentially decreasing as W
increases.

5

Av yields a combined interval forecast ȳ ± z α/2 ·
(1 − γ)σ. In our model, WAv  WMd  2z α/2 (1 − γ)σ for
all k because W is the same for all individual intervals.
Of the heuristics, En has the largest W. By definition,
WPM  WPA , and from Lichtendahl et al. (2013, p. 1600),
WPA ≥ WAv for the model. Thus, WEn ≥ WPM ≥ WAv 
WMd for all σ and γ. Also, WTI ≥ WAv ≥ WTE by the way
the trimming is done.
Figure 1 shows the average widths W̄ of the combined intervals from the heuristics as a function of k
for the base case of ρ  γ  0 (independent forecasters,
no overconfidence), along with four contrasting cases
of low/high correlation (ρ  0.25, 0.75) and low/high
overconfidence (γ  0.25, 0.75). The W̄s follow the rank
orders given previously, do not change with k for Av
and Md, are increasing in k for En and PM, and are
steady but “bumpy” due to the kinks for TI and TE. The
average widths decrease for all heuristics as overconfidence increases with correlation fixed, and decrease
for En, PM, and TI as correlation increases with overconfidence fixed. If the individual intervals are overconfident, then a heuristic leading to wider intervals
might perform better than Av and Md by correcting
for overconfidence. However, this correction might be
overdone and lead to underconfidence.
The MAE also relates to S. From AE  |0.5(U + L) − x|
and W  U − L, S can be expressed as S(AE, W) 
−(α/2)W − (AE − 0.5W)+ . The penalty associated with
the second term is more likely to kick in when AE is
larger, and a larger AE makes it more likely that interval will not capture x.
For the model, the
p expected MAE of the combined
interval for Av is σ (2/π)(ρ + (1 − ρ)/k), which does
not depend on γ. It decreases in k because the interval is better located as k increases, which should
lead to a higher S Further, it increases in ρ, implying that S should decrease, consistent with the notion
that dependence leads to loss of information due to
redundancy.
Because the sample mean is a good estimator of the
population mean, Av should have well-located midpoints and low MAEs. By definition, Av and PM have
the same midpoints and MAEs. We might expect Md,
TI, and TE to have MAEs reasonably close to those of
Av. Heuristic En, being based only on two extreme values, should have the highest MAE.
Figure 2 shows the MAEs of midpoints of the combined intervals as a function of k for the same cases
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Figure 1. Average Width (W̄) for Combined Intervals as a Function of k for the Symmetric Normal Model
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shown in Figure 1. When ρ  γ  0, MAE decreases
in k for all heuristics, rapidly at first before starting to
level off. As expected, En has the highest MAE, and
Md is next. The other heuristics are very close to each
other. The pattern is similar with correlation and overconfidence, with the MAEs leveling off sooner and at
a higher value with higher ρ for fixed γ but not being
affected by higher γ for a given ρ.
The relative frequency affects S because the higher
RF is, the less often the penalty for x being outside the
interval comes into play. The wider the intervals, the
higher RF will be, all other things equal, so a higher RF
is related to the good and bad implications of a larger
W for S. For the 90% intervals, the optimal balance
between these good and bad implications occurs when
RF  0.90.
The expected relative frequency of the combined interval
ȳ ± z α/2 (1 − γ)σ for Av is 1 − 2Φ(−z α/2 ((1 − γ)/
p
ρ + (1 − ρ)/k)), where Φ is the cdf of the standard
normal distribution. This expected RF decreases with γ
due to greater overconfidence, increases with k due to a
lower MAE, and
p decreases with ρ due to a higher MAE.
For γ > (<)1 − ρ + (1 − ρ)/k, the combined interval for
Av is expected to be over(under)confident.
Figure 3 shows the RFs of the combined intervals
as a function of k for the same cases shown in Figure 1. When ρ  γ  0, RF increases in k for all heuristics, starting at 0.90 and approaching 1 rapidly, thereby
becoming underconfident. As γ increases, RF starts at
a lower level and then increases more rapidly for En
and PM than for Av and Md, resulting in the heuristics
exhibiting larger differences, especially with γ  0.75.
Heuristic En has the highest RF, followed by PM and
then TI, Av, Md, and TE. For example, when ρ  γ 
0.75, the RFs start at 0.32 for k  1 and increase to 0.86
for En, 0.69 for PM, 0.49 for TI, and only to 0.36 for Av
and Md, while declining to 0.22 for TE.
These observations on W̄, MAE, and RF are insightful for understanding the overall performance of the
heuristics on the score S. The expected S for Av is



E(S)  −α(1 − γ)z α/2 σΦ −z α/2 p

1−γ



ρ + (1 − p)/k

1−γ
− 2σ( ρ + (1 − p)/k)φ −z α/2 p
,
ρ + (1 − p)/k

p



where φ is the pdf of the standard normal distribution. The expected score E(S) is increasing with k and

decreasing with ρ,reinforcing the intuition that having
more forecasters implies more information and positive correlation reduces the overall information content. Moreover,
p E(S) increases (decreases) with γ when
γ > (<)1 − ρ + (1 − ρ)/k. Given k and ρ, perfect calibration
is achieved and E(S) is maximized at γ  1 −
p
ρ + (1 − ρ)/k.
Figure 4 shows the average scores S̄ for the combined
intervals as a function of k for the same cases shown in
Figure 1. For independent forecasters who are perfectly
calibrated, TE does best, with Av and Md next, then TI,
which increases at first and then returns to about its
original level; PM is even lower and decreases slightly
with k after a very slight increase; and En is worst, with
S̄En rapidly decreasing in k.
The relative performance of the heuristics in terms
of S̄ is similar for low correlation and overconfidence,
with S̄TE leading the pack. However, as either correlation or overconfidence increases, the relative performance of the heuristics begins to change. It is only in
the extreme case of high correlation and high overconfidence that En has the highest S̄ beyond very small values of k, with S̄PM next and the others trailing. In other
cases, rapid increases in W̄En lead to rapid increases in
RFEn that reduce overconfidence, but this quickly leads
to underconfidence and declining S̄En with higher k.
With low correlation and high overconfidence, S̄PM
does well for low k but is surpassed by S̄TI for k > 7.
Heuristics TI and PM also do quite well if high correlation is paired with low overconfidence, and Av is not
far behind.
In sum, when the correlation between experts is low
and the degree of overconfidence in individual intervals is low in the model, TE performs the best, followed
closely by Av and Md, then TI and PM, with En performing the worst. In contrast, when either correlation
or overconfidence is high and the other remains low,
but not both, TI and PM do best, followed by Av and
Md. In the extreme case of both high overconfidence
and high correlation, En performs the best, followed by
PM, TI, Av, Md, and TE, in that order.
To conclude, we note that the patterns of performance of different heuristics for the symmetric
model are quite robust with respect to heterogeneity (Appendix A) and asymmetry of the distribution
(Appendix B). In our empirical studies, we will observe
similar patterns.
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Figure 2. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for Combined Intervals as a Function of k for the Symmetric Normal Model
Independent forecasters, no overconfidence ( = 0,  = 0)
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Figure 3. Relative Frequency (RF) for Combined Intervals as a Function of k for the Symmetric Normal Model
Independent forecasters, no overconfidence ( = 0,  = 0)
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Figure 4. Average S-score (S̄) for Combined Intervals as a Function of k for the Symmetric Normal Model
Independent forecasters, no overconfidence ( = 0,  = 0)
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4. Empirical Studies
We analyzed data from two data sets of forecasts. The
first data set is from a study we designed and conducted with analysts at a brokerage and investment
group. The analysts made interval forecasts involving
stock exchange indices and oil and gold prices. The second data set is based on forecasters’ probability forecasts of GDP growth and inflation for the Survey of
Professional Forecasters (SPF). In both data sets, the
forecasters followed the variables of interest on a regular basis. Details concerning these data sets and summary statistics related to the forecasts are presented in
Section 4.1, and our analysis of the performance of the
heuristics is presented and discussed in Section 4.2.
4.1. Data Description and Summary Statistics
Data from Analysts. Fifty-nine analysts at CLSA
(https://www.clsa.com), a major international brokerage and investment group, participated in a one-time
online study. The median age of the participants, all
with university or advanced degrees, was 36 years, and
the median years of service with CLSA (not including
experience at other financial houses) was five years.
The analysts were based in New York, Tokyo, and Hong
Kong. They were asked to provide 90% interval forecasts one, two, and three months ahead for some of the
financial quantities that were of most interest to and
were continuously tracked by them: the price of oil in
US$/barrel from the Brent EUCRBRDT Index (Oil1 to
Oil3), the price of gold in US$/oz from the Bloomberg
GOLDS COMDTY Index (Gold1 to Gold3), the Dow
Jones Industrial Average Index (DJ1 to DJ3), the Nikkei
NKY Index (NK1 to NK3), and the Hang Seng HIS
Index (HS1 to HS3).
SPF Data. We also analyzed the forecasts of annual

GDP growth (1992–2009) and annual inflation (1992–
2010) reported by forecasters surveyed in the first
through fourth quarters (Q1–Q4) of each year as part
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s Survey
of Professional Forecasters. Panelists reported probabilities that percentage changes in U.S. real GDP and
U.S. inflation for the full year would fall in each of
10 predetermined bins. The forecasters did not all participate in the survey every year. Our data involved
25–50 forecasters per year for both GDP and inflation
forecasts. The data are part of the data set downloaded
from http://www.phil.frb.org/econ/spf and analyzed

by Lichtendahl et al. (2013). We used data starting
from 1992 to have the same 10 bins over the period
of our analysis. Since the panelists were not asked
directly about interval forecasts, we approximated the
SPF panelists’ continuous predictive distributions by
fitting piecewise-linear cdfs to their reported discrete
distributions, as in Lichtendahl et al. (2013), taking the
0.05 and 0.95 quantiles of the fitted cdfs to construct
90% prediction intervals.
Summary Statistics. Summary statistics involving the

analysts’ forecasts are presented in Table 1 for the three
lead times (e.g., DJ1 to DJ3) for all five quantities of
interest. Values of S̄ cannot be compared for different
quantities because they depend on the scaling of x̃,
but S̄ for forecasts of the same variable with different
lead times are comparable. As anticipated, S̄ tends to
be better (less negative) for shorter lead times, with the
only violations occurring in going from HS2 to HS3
and Gold2 to Gold3. The MAE is also better for shorter
lead times except for the same violations as S̄.
The average interval widths in Table 1 decrease with
shorter lead time for all quantities, which is not surprising. The overall RF is 0.37, indicating high overconfidence, and RF varies by variable and lead time,

Table 1. Summary Statistics for the 59 Analysts’ Assessed

90% Intervals
Quantity
DJ1
DJ2
DJ3
HS1
HS2
HS3
NK1
NK2
NK3
Gold1
Gold2
Gold3
Oil1
Oil2
Oil3
Average

Average
S-score
−127.6
−498.6
−757.2
−292.5
−1,282.2
−919.2
−107.1
−991.4
−1,464.3
−42.4
−56.9
−36.6
−1.4
−5.0
−7.5

Average Relative
MAE of Misses < L,
width frequency midpoints misses > H
1,155
1,540
1,848
2,148
2,726
3,275
1,296
1,739
2,116
126
175
206
12
17
21

0.59
0.34
0.24
0.59
0.14
0.39
0.86
0.10
0.14
0.19
0.24
0.68
0.58
0.25
0.29
0.37

350
938
1,296
709
2,230
1,821
250
1,622
2,272
84
111
91
4
10
14

0, 24
38, 1
44, 1
22, 2
49, 2
32, 4
7, 1
52, 1
51, 0
1, 47
1, 44
4, 15
0, 25
44, 0
42, 0

Notes. DJ: Dow Jones Industrial Average Index; HS: Hang Seng
Index; and NK: Nikkei Index.
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from 0.10 for NK2 to 0.86 for NK1. For each quantity except Gold, the shortest lead time has the least
overconfident intervals, suggesting that the increases
in interval widths observed for longer lead times are
not sufficient.
If we confine attention to “misses” (cases where the
intervals do not capture the realized value), x is predominantly below or predominantly above the intervals, as seen in the last column of Table 1. For example,
HS2 and Gold1 both had very low values of RF, 0.14
for HS2 and 0.19 for Gold1. The 59 intervals for HS2
had 51 misses, with x below 49 of those intervals and
above 2, whereas for Gold1’s 48 misses, x was below
1 interval and above 47. This suggests high correlations
among the forecast errors from the different analysts,
verified by the high average pairwise correlation of
forecast errors, 0.81.
Tables 2 and 3 give the same set of statistics for the
SPF forecasts of GDP and inflation, respectively, with
year-by-year results shown only for Q1 to save space
because the year-by-year results for Q2–Q4 are very

similar in nature. Averages across the years are shown
for Q1–Q4 to look at lead time effects. Note that unlike
the analysts’ forecasts, with Oil1 indicating the shortest
lead time and Oil3 the longest for forecasts of oil prices,
the SPF forecasts are all for the same full-year values of GDP and inflation, with the longest lead times
corresponding to Q1 forecasts and the shortest to Q4
forecasts.
For inflation, S̄ and MAE improve for shorter lead
times. For GDP, the same thing is true for MAE, but S̄
is slightly worse in going from Q2 to Q3 and Q3 to Q4.
Similar to the analysts, W̄ decreases with shorter lead
times for both variables.
The three sets of forecasts differ in terms of RF.
The GDP forecasts exhibit moderate overconfidence
(average RF near 0.70 for Q1–Q3, declining to 0.59 for
Q4), much less severe than for the analysts (average RF
of 0.37). For inflation, the forecasts are not overconfident, hovering around 0.90 for all four lead times. The
misses for forecasts of a given quantity tend to cluster

Table 2. Summary Statistics for Percentage Change in Annual U.S. Real GDP: Calculated

90% Intervals from SPF Forecasters’ Binned Probability Assessments Year by Year for Q1
and Overall Averages for Q1–Q4
Year

Number of
forecasters

Average
S-score

Average
width

Relative
frequency

MAE of
midpoints

Misses < L,
misses > H
0, 22
0, 1
0, 5
2, 0
0, 27
0, 27
0, 25
0, 22
0, 3
6, 0
1, 2
0, 1
4, 0
3, 0
4, 0
7, 0
27, 0
10, 0

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

36
31
27
25
35
33
29
30
33
30
30
33
27
32
49
46
43
39

−0.54
−0.15
−0.19
−0.20
−0.82
−0.77
−0.74
−0.68
−0.17
−0.23
−0.22
−0.18
−0.24
−0.19
−0.18
−0.17
−0.62
−0.55

3.25
2.83
2.93
2.72
3.03
2.91
2.62
3.43
3.03
3.47
3.19
3.49
3.85
2.84
2.99
2.88
3.15
3.52

0.39
0.97
0.81
0.92
0.23
0.18
0.14
0.27
0.91
0.80
0.90
0.97
0.85
0.91
0.92
0.85
0.37
0.74

1.61
0.39
0.85
0.57
2.08
2.03
1.83
2.19
0.73
0.81
0.76
0.531
0.86
0.48
0.58
0.70
1.75
1.94

Q1 Average
Q2 Average
Q3 Average
Q4 Average

33.8
36.1
34.9
34.8

−0.38
−0.26
−0.26
−0.30

3.12
2.86
2.43
1.79

0.67
0.75
0.70
0.59

1.15
0.90
0.83
0.77

Average

34.9

−0.30

2.55

0.68

0.91
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Table 3. Summary Statistics for Percentage Change in Annual U.S. Inflation: Calculated
90% Intervals from SPF Forecasters’ Binned Probability Assessments Year by Year for Q1
and Overall Averages for Q1–Q4.
Year for
Q1

Number of
forecasters

Average
S-score

Average
width

Relative
frequency

MAE of
midpoints

Misses < L,
misses > H
2, 0
4, 0
0, 0
5, 0
3, 0
6, 0
8, 0
0, 0
0, 2
0, 1
1, 0
0, 2
0, 5
0, 13
0, 4
0, 7
3, 1
1, 2
1, 0

1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

36
30
26
26
33
33
29
30
33
30
30
32
26
32
50
46
45
39
38

−0.15
−0.19
−0.13
−0.24
−0.14
−0.17
−0.28
−0.14
−0.14
−0.14
−0.15
−0.15
−0.22
−0.30
−0.16
−0.14
−0.19
−0.17
−0.15

2.77
2.58
2.52
2.38
2.62
2.56
2.27
2.85
2.53
2.62
2.70
2.82
2.96
2.50
2.81
2.58
2.95
3.07
2.81

0.94
0.87
1.00
0.81
0.91
0.82
0.72
1.00
0.94
0.97
0.97
0.94
0.81
0.59
0.92
0.85
0.91
0.92
0.97

0.68
0.82
0.58
0.83
0.57
0.71
0.96
0.43
0.42
0.46
0.50
0.45
1.07
0.96
0.59
0.58
0.61
0.55
0.56

Q1 Average
Q2 Average
Q3 Average
Q4 Average

33.9
36.5
34.1
35.1

−0.18
−0.16
−0.14
−0.12

2.68
2.55
2.27
1.81

0.89
0.91
0.92
0.90

0.65
0.58
0.46
0.39

Average

34.9

−0.15

2.33

0.91

0.52

on one side of the interval. The average pairwise correlations of the forecast errors are 0.79 for GDP, similar
to that for the analysts, and a more moderate 0.52 for
inflation.
Some differences between the characteristics of the
analysts’ forecasts and the SPF forecasts might be
expected. The analysts had little or no experience at
making formal interval forecasts, and there was no
chance to learn from experience. Many of the SPF
forecasters, on the other hand, had previous experience at making probability forecasts through the
SPF program itself and perhaps otherwise. Also, the
analysts provided 90% intervals directly and the SPF
forecasters provided probabilities for fixed bins, from
which their 90% intervals were constructed. Different
elicitation techniques can influence the individual forecasts (e.g., Budescu and Du 2007, Abbas et al. 2008).
As noted earlier, our focus is not on elicitation but on
combining once intervals have been determined. An
important similarity is that both the analysts and SPF

forecasters are familiar with the quantities they were
forecasting and often make forecasts of those quantities, whether formal or not, as part of their normal
occupations.
4.2. Performance of the Heuristics
In this section, we discuss the performance of the different heuristics for combining intervals from the analysts and SPF forecasters. For each variable, we form
random subgroups of k  2, . . . , 20 forecasters, with
10,000 simulations for each k, and create combined
intervals using the six heuristics. We then compute the
four performance measures for the combined intervals:
S̄, W̄, MAE, and RF.
For reasons of space and brevity, we present results
aggregated across the five forecasting variables and
three time horizons for the analysts and across the
different years with Q1 only for GDP and inflation;
similar graphs for the Q2–Q4 SPF forecasts look virtually the same. Before combining intervals for the
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analysts, we rescale their forecasts in terms of return,
where return  (forecast/actual value at the time of
forecast) −1, to place all the forecast intervals on the
same scale. The realized values are similarly rescaled
to yield realized returns. No such rescaling is necessary for GDP and inflation, as those variables were the
same from year to year.
Figure 5 shows S̄ for the combined intervals as a function of k for the analysts, GDP, and inflation. For the analysts, En has the highest S̄ for k < 5 and then decreases.
Once En fades, PM and TI increase at a decreasing rate
and are the top two, in that order. The lower Av follows
a similar pattern, whereas Md levels off at an even lower
Figure 5. Average S-Score (S̄) for Combined Intervals as a
Function of k for Analysts, GDP, and Inflation
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value and TE performs worst. The pattern is similar
for GDP, with PM performing best, followed closely by
TI. For inflation, TE performs the best, followed closely
by Md and Av. These three heuristics all level off more
quickly than the best heuristics do for the analysts and
GDP. Heuristics TI and PM barely increase at all, and En
decreases from the start.
A comparison of Figure 5 with Figures 4, A.1, and B.1
reveals some striking similarities. In comparing these
figures, we can compare the shapes of the curves and
the relative order of the heuristics. Note, however, that
the values of S̄ are not comparable because the scale
is different for each variable. To save space, graphs for
W̄, MAE, and RF for the analysts, GDP, and inflation
are not presented here, but they are quite similar to
Figures 1–3. These measures influence S̄, as discussed
in Section 3.
The graphs for the analysts and GDP in Figure 5
both closely resemble the graphs for low correlation
and high overconfidence in Figures 4 and A.1 and are
similar to the case of high correlation and overconfidence in Figure A.1. This is consistent with the overconfidence and the high correlation exhibited by the
analysts and GDP. The overall shapes of the curves for
the six heuristics are very similar. The only slight differences are that for the analysts and GDP, PM stays a bit
above TI instead of being passed by TI, and Md for the
analysts is quite a bit below Av and remains below En.
The graph for inflation, on the other hand, is most
similar to the graph for independence and no overconfidence in Figure 4 and the graphs for low correlation and low overconfidence in Figures 4 and A.1. This
makes sense given that the inflation forecasts exhibit
very little if any overconfidence as well as a lower correlation than the analysts and GDP. Finally, all three
graphs in Figure 5 show some resemblance to graphs
in Figure B.1, but to a lesser degree.
The analyses from the empirical studies provide
some validation for the multinormal model developed
in Section 3 and reinforce many of the implications of
the model for the performance of the heuristics under
different conditions. There is a close correspondence
between the results presented in Sections 3 and 4. Next
we briefly summarize our conclusions with respect to
the different heuristics.
Heuristic Av can improve the placement of the combined interval by improving the accuracy of the midpoint. However, moderate or high overconfidence in
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the individual intervals is not corrected for, even with
high k. On the other hand, if there is no overconfidence
in the individual intervals, as in the case of inflation,
Av performs much better, as the combined interval gets
better placed as k increases.
Heuristic Md also increases the accuracy of the midpoint with larger k, but at the same time it creates
marginally smaller interval widths than Av, thus performing even worse in accounting for overconfidence.
This is seen in Figure 5 for the analysts and GDP,
where S̄ for Md is almost flat over k while most of the
other heuristics improve with k. It does quite well for
inflation, where overconfidence is not an issue and the
marginally narrower intervals make it slightly better
than Av.
The extreme heuristic En can do well for very small
values of k when there is substantial overconfidence.
For example, with the analysts and GDP, the average relative frequency of the individual intervals (for
k  1) is well below 0.90 for the 90% intervals. As
k increases, RFEn rather quickly goes to 0.90 and
beyond due to the rapidly increasing width of the
combined interval, resulting in very underconfident
forecasts, and MAEEn increases with k. Hence, S̄En
does well for very small k due to the needed correction for overconfidence but thereafter begins to
decline quickly due to overcorrection. For inflation, on
the other hand, the individual intervals are on average already well calibrated. Thus, En creates excessive
width in the combined interval even for small values of k, which leads to S̄En decreasing with k from
the start and performing by far the worst among all
heuristics.
Heuristic PM accounts for overconfidence by increasing the width of the intervals in a less extreme
manner than En through probability averaging, which
yields combined forecasts that are less overconfident
or more underconfident than the individual forecasts
(Hora 2004, Ranjan and Gneiting 2010, Lichtendahl
et al. 2013). Heuristic PM also improves the location
of the intervals by borrowing Av’s midpoint. This
approach results in S̄PM performing the best for the
analysts and GDP. For inflation, where the individual
forecasts are not overconfident, PM is not at the top but
still does reasonably well.
Heuristic TE has the narrowest intervals due to trimming off the most extreme endpoints, which in turn
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makes it harder to overcome overconfidence but helps
by preventing combined forecasts from getting underconfident quickly if the individual interval forecasts
are not very overconfident. The trimming yields a
more accurate midpoint, which provides better-located
intervals. Heuristic TE performs the best for inflation,
but the worst for the analysts and GDP. It is closest to
Md and Av, doing better than them when there is no
overconfidence but worse with overconfidence.
Heuristic TI trims in the opposite manner to TE,
trimming endpoints closest to the midpoint. This results in combined intervals that are wider than Av and
Md instead of narrower. The wider intervals make it
similar to PM, performing well for situations with overconfidence like the analysts and GDP but not as well
for situations with no overconfidence like inflation.
The ranking of the heuristics for the empirical studies on the basis of correlation and overconfidence is
very consistent with the conclusions given at the end
of Section 3 for the symmetric normal model. The only
minor exception is that even for the analysts, whose
forecasts show the highest correlation and the highest overconfidence of the three empirical studies, S̄En
is only marginally higher than S̄PM for k ≤ 4 before
dropping behind S̄PM and then S̄TI and continuing to
decline.
Park and Budescu (2015) borrowed four heuristics
(Av, Md, En, and PA) from an earlier version of this
paper (which did not include TE and TI), added others, and reanalyzed data from Glaser et al. (2013) and
Soll and Klayman (2004). They focused on calibration
(using hit rates, which correspond to our RF), reaching very similar conclusions to our Figure 3 and to RF
results from our empirical studies.
What are the implications of these results for the
choice of k, the number of forecasters to consult when
obtaining forecasts? Looking at Figure 5, we see that for
the analysts and GDP, most of the gains in S̄ for PM and
TI, the best-performing heuristics in those cases, are
attained by k  5, with much smaller gains from k  5 to
k  10 and beyond. The results are similar for inflation,
where TE and Md perform best, with Av close, and also
for the simulations from the models in section 3 and
Appendices A and B. This suggests that regardless of
the degrees of correlation and overconfidence, any k
from 5 to 10 might be a good choice. Others studying
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the aggregation of forecasts have come to similar conclusions about k (Armstrong 2001, Hora 2004, Budescu
and Chen 2015, Mannes et al. 2014).

5. Summary and Discussion
Extensive work on combining forecasts shows that simple combining methods are more robust, easier to use,
and often perform better than more complex methods.
Moreover, decision makers often may be less inclined
to use more complex methods because they tend to
involve detailed modeling and the collection of data
to estimate model parameters. We consider some parsimonious, easy-to-use heuristics for combining interval forecasts, with the intent of seeing if other simple
combining approaches can compete successfully with
the commonly used simple average. Our orientation is
prescriptive, and our concern is with combining the
forecasts once they are obtained, not with how they are
obtained.
Our model of the forecast aggregation process provides a theoretical underpinning and enables us to confirm that overconfidence and correlation are drivers of
what makes some heuristics outperform others. The
results from the empirical studies are very consistent
with those from the model-based simulations, thus validating the model, confirming the role of overconfidence and correlation, and indicating heuristics that
are viable alternatives to the simple average. In terms
of the number of forecasts to combine, most gains
are attained by five and there is little reason to go
beyond 10.
The results show that the simple average is still a
good choice unless overconfidence is high. They also
enable us to identify other heuristics that also can
be good choices. The greatest shifts in the differences
in performance among the heuristics and in the rank
ordering of the heuristics occur when overconfidence
is high, so information about the degree of overconfidence can be helpful.
We focus on combining forecasts once they have
been obtained, not on elicitation, but overconfidence
can vary depending on the forecaster, the quantity,
and the way the forecasts are assessed (e.g., Klayman
et al. 1999, Soll and Klayman 2004, Teigen and Jørgensen 2005, Budescu and Du 2007, Jain et al. 2013).
Previous work indicates that assessing the endpoints
of the intervals separately instead of asking directly for
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an interval reduces overconfidence. Haran et al. (2010)
suggest that a procedure like the way the SPF forecasts
are assessed into bins can lead to lower overconfidence.
These results could explain in part why the SPF forecasters exhibit lower overconfidence than the analysts,
and the choice of an elicitation procedure might be able
to reduce overconfidence somewhat.
High correlations of forecast errors, as in the case
of the analysts and GDP, are not unusual. Although
high correlations do not have as great an influence
on the performance of the heuristics as high overconfidence, they do have some influence. The primary
impact of this dependence is to reduce the potential
improvement in performance from additional forecasters. A decision maker can attempt to reduce dependence by choosing a diverse group of forecasters who
have different backgrounds and training, follow different theories, and use a variety of modeling approaches
and data sets.
We close with a summary of some prescriptive advice. If the decision maker does not have a good idea
of the degrees of overconfidence and correlation in a
given situation, a heuristic that is more robust and
never performs extremely poorly might be preferred
to reduce the risk of a bad forecast. From our results,
that would suggest avoiding En and TE, both of which
perform well under some conditions but do the worst
by far in other cases. The other four heuristics are
more robust. Our benchmark, Av, is a good choice,
but PM, Md, and TI are worthy competitors. Heuristics PM and TI are not quite as simple as Av and
Md, but if that is not a problem then they deserve
serious consideration. Of course, since these heuristics are all very easy to implement, we could consider a second-order combining, using all of these
robust heuristics and taking a simple average of their
forecasts.
If some information is available about the degrees
of overconfidence and correlation, then more targeted
prescriptive advice can be offered. With both overconfidence and correlation low, the best bets are TE,
Md, and Av. For low overconfidence and high correlation, PM, TI, Av, and Md are all very close at
the top, and for high overconfidence and low correlation, PM and TI are best. Finally, PM and En perform best when both overconfidence and correlation
are high.
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Appendix A. Multivariate Normal Model with
Heterogeneity on σ , γ , and ρ
The symmetric model in Section 3 assumes that all forecasters
share the same values of γ, σ, and ρ. This assumption is
convenient for a baseline analysis, but in practice it is likely
that the members of a group of forecasters will have different
values of these parameters. Here, we introduce heterogeneity

among forecasters to investigate the robustness of the results
from the symmetric model.
Using the simulation approach from Section 3, we first
consider different levels of overconfidence. For each group
of k forecasters, γ1 , . . . , γk are drawn independently from a
beta distribution, f (γ) ∝ γ α−1 (1 − γ)β−1 , with α, β > 0, E(γ) 
α/(α + β), and V(γ)  αβ/(α + β)2 (α + β + 1). For a variety
of choices of (α, β), we simulate 10,000 groups of size k, k 
1, . . . , 20, for each (α, β). Holding E(γ) constant, we vary α + β
from 32 to 0.4 to provide different levels of heterogeneity
for γ, with lower α + β implying higher V(γ) (greater heterogeneity). This is done for E(γ)  0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, ρ  0.25,
0.50, and 0.75, and σ  1. In all these cases, the relative performance of the heuristics and general shapes of the curves are
quite similar to the equivalent cases in Section 3 with γ for
the homogeneous model equal to E(γ) for the heterogeneous
model.

Figure A.1. Average S-Score (S̄) for Combined Intervals as a Function of k for the Normal Model with High Heterogeneity on

γ and σ
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Next, we introduce heterogeneity with respect to σ in
the same manner while considering the same values of γ
and ρ. For each group, σ1 , . . . , σk are drawn independently
from a gamma distribution with E(σ)  1 fixed and V(σ)
varied from 0.02 to 0.50. As with γ, heterogeneity with
respect to σ has little impact on the performance of the
heuristics, which remains similar to the equivalent cases in
Section 3.
We also explore heterogeneity in pairwise correlations.
For different values of (γ, σ), pairwise correlations for the
k forecasters in each group are independently drawn from
a beta distribution. If a draw results in a covariance matrix
that is not positive definite, this draw is discarded. The
proportion of covariance matrices that are positive definite is small if the level of heterogeneity is high and k is
not too small. As a result, for low heterogeneity on ρ we
can only say that the relative performance of the heuristics remained similar to the equivalent cases in Section 3
for k ≤ 20, and the same is true for moderate heterogeneity
for k ≤ 11.
Finally, we consider heterogeneity on both γ and σ using
the distributions for γ and σ given above with the greatest
heterogeneity (α + β  0.4 for γ and V(σ)  0.5 for σ). Figure A.1 shows the average scores S̄ for the combined intervals as a function of k for the same four combinations of
low/high correlation and low/high overconfidence shown
in Figure 4. Note that the case of independent forecasters and
no overconfidence is not included in Figure A.1; heterogeneity on γ is not possible with E(γ)  0 because γ cannot be
negative.
There is a high degree of similarity between Figures 4
and A.1. The values of S̄ for a particular heuristic are sometimes slightly higher or lower in Figure A.1, but the shapes of
the curves are quite similar. In the biggest switch at the top,
PM jumps ahead of En when ρ  γ  0.75. Also, Md edges
slightly ahead of TI, PM, and AV when ρ  0.75 and γ  0.25,
but here these heuristics are too close to say that one is clearly
better than the others.
The overall performance of the heuristics in the simulations is therefore very robust with respect to heterogeneity
on γ, σ, and ρ. Even with the highest levels of heterogeneity
on both γ and σ simultaneously, the results and implications
for the relative performance of the heuristics under different conditions are very similar to the comparable cases for
the homogeneous model. This robustness to heterogeneity
is reassuring because it is a more realistic assumption than
homogeneity.

Appendix B. Lognormal Model
In Section 3, the distribution of the signal ỹi given x is
normal, which results in individual intervals being symmetric around yi . That may often be a reasonable assumption, but there are many situations where the underlying
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distributions would be skewed. Examples are situations
when the support of x̃ is bounded at one end, usually
the lower end, as in distributions of family incomes in a
city. Now we consider a lognormal model to investigate
the robustness of the results from Section 3 to skewed
distributions.
Our lognormal model modifies the symmetric model
from Section 3 by assuming that the signal ỹi given x
comes from a normal process with mean ln x and variance σi2 . With a diffuse prior on ln x̃, forecaster i’s distribution for ln x̃ after seeing the signal is normal and for
x̃ is lognormal, and the reported interval for x̃ is of the
form exp(y i ± z α/2 (1 − γi )σi ). We assume common parameters γ, σ, and ρ, and for the purposes of our simulation we consider the same values of k ,γ, σ, and ρ as in
Section 3 and set x  1 (so that ln x  0) without loss of
generality.
Figure B.1 shows the average scores S̄ for the combined intervals as a function of k for the five combinations of correlation and overconfidence in Figure 4. In
terms of the shapes of the curves and the relative performance of the heuristics, Figure B.1 is very similar to Figure 4 with one main exception. Whereas S̄Av is equal to
or slightly better than S̄Md in Figure 4, S̄Md is the better
of the two in Figure B.1, often considerably so. In the lognormal simulations, MAEMd < MAEAv and W̄Md < W̄Av due
to Md’s upper bounds being less influenced by extreme
values in the right-hand tail of the lognormal distribution
for x̃.
Moreover, except for the case of high correlation and high
overconfidence, Md is often at or near the top in terms of S̄.
It competes with TE (which is also less influenced by the
extreme values in the right-hand tail) with no or low overconfidence, sometimes slightly above and slightly below. With
high overconfidence and low correlation, it is beaten consistently just by TI. Only with high correlation and high overconfidence is it not near the top. This performance represents
considerable improvement over the results for Md in the symmetric normal model.
In addition to the better performance of Md, TE also
shows some improvement. In the base case of independence
with no overconfidence and the cases with low overconfidence, Md and TE perform best, followed by Av and TI,
which are close to the leaders only when high correlation
accompanies low overconfidence. With low correlation and
high overconfidence, PM and TI are best for k ≤ 7, with Md
moving past PM and staying close to TI for larger groups.
Finally, PM has the best S̄ when correlation and overconfidence are both high, and En, which was the leader in this
case for the symmetric normal model of Section 3, is next
best. The wider intervals from En and PM enable them to
do a better job of overcoming the high overconfidence and
correlation.
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Figure B.1. Average S-Score (S̄) for Combined Intervals as a Function of k for the Lognormal Model
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